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ABSTRACT

model, we can describe the security landscape across all layers of
the computation stack.
With a working mental model of not just the computation stack,
but also the way security interacts across the layers, Section 3
characterizes the common approaches to security. It identifies three
different methods in terms of the impact each has on the tower of
trust; one that may be hurting more than helping, and two which
future security efforts should strive for.
Section 4 is a design exercise exploring how operating systems
designers can put the lessons learned in Section 3 into practice.
After some technical background in Section 4.1 and a statement of
assumptions in Section 4.2, we will explore the security posture
and implementation of a novel defensive mechanism: software enclaves. In order to offer stronger security properties to applications,
Section 4.3 introduces a new security primitive for system software: the Virtual Memory Fuse (VMF). With this tool, Section 4.4
presents the skeleton of an operating system implementation of
software-enforced secure execution enclaves. In a software enclave,
a sensitive process can maintain confidentiality and integrity of its
code and data even in the event of a complete kernel compromise.
Section 5 offers discussions of the teetering tower of trust model
and the software enclave design exercise, including thoughts about
the techniques’ applicability to hypervisors.
Finally, Section 6 offers concluding thoughts and main takeaways.
This work makes the following contributions:

When it comes to security, there is a dangerous disconnect between the mental model we use for the modern computation stack
and the real thing. The model we all use is not rich enough to
understand the constant battle between attackers and security researchers across the layers of the stack. This paper offers an enhanced model and explains how security fits into the picture. We
use our model to explain the implications of various types of defensive mechanisms. Then, we practice the recommended method
for future security research by designing an operating system feature – software-enforced trusted execution enclaves using Virtual
Memory Fuses (VMFs) – with the best-practices we argue for. The
Teetering Tower of Trust model offers a new way to think about
security across the computation stack, while the novel Virtual Memory Fuse creates the possibility of a new operating system feature:
software enclaves.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Virtualization and security.
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INTRODUCTION

(1) Describe a model for the current computation stack and its
implications on security across its layers. (Section 2)
(2) Characterize the effects of different methodologies used by
defensive security mechanisms and offer the methods most
beneficial for future efforts. (Section 3)
(3) Present an operating system feature: software enclaves. Explore the implementation of this feature and how it conforms
to the methodologies for transcending the Teetering Tower
of Trust. (Section 4)

Most application-level security-conscious developers have probably
heard (or said) something like: “if the operating system is compromised, we’ve already lost.” Most system security researchers have
probably heard (or said) something like: “if the hardware is compromised, we’ve already lost.” But, are these statements true? Do
they need to be true? In this paper, we aim to understand why these
statements are true right now and what the security community,
and operating system designers specifically, can do about it.
In Section 2, we examine the conventional model of the computation stack that lies underneath statements like these. The model
is adjusted to more closely resemble the real state of the world:
from a “stack” to a “Teetering Tower of Trust.” With a more realistic

2

THE TEETERING TOWER OF TRUST

All computer scientists have seen a figure like Figure 1. Whether it
was in a systems or security course or in so many systems security
research papers, this figure has defined the mental model many
use to think about the modern computation stack. However, this
figure does not make any statement about security. In fact, many
security-conscious computer scientists may be hard pressed to
define the mental model they use for understanding security in the
computation stack.
This traditional computational stack diagram is not so far from
one that can be used to model a top-level security story for the
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Another implication of the tower of trust on our security model:
the surface area of one layer on another is a meaningful analogy1 .
With a larger surface area between a higher and lower layer, it
is more likely that even a small compromise in the lower layer
will disrupt the higher one. For instance, consider Meltdown [23].
Operating systems that use both paging and access control bits to
implement their isolation schemes (higher surface area of applications on the OS) are vulnerable to the attack, while systems such
as KPTI [26] or KUCS [7, 10] that use only paging (lower surface
area) are not.
The tower of trust reveals that each higher layer is completely
dependent on the security of all layers below it [1]. The irony here
is that our secrets – our bank accounts, communications; all of
our data – live in the highest layer, which has not only the largest
attack surface on its own, but is the most vulnerable to attacks
elsewhere in the stack! The deeper irony is that the intermediate
layers exist purely to support and protect the highest layer; yet they
have become one of the most dangerous parts of the application’s
footprint.

App

Operating
System

Hypervisor

Hardware
Figure 1: The conventional computation stack. This is the
model most computer scientists use to understand the layers
of software in the modern computation stack. It has applications at the top of the stack with more privileged software
layers underneath. Software rests on top of hardware at the
base.
modern computational landscape. With just a few changes adding
features relevant to security, the figure can be the basis for a principled way to classify and evaluate broad swaths of defensive cybersecurity mechanisms across the layers of computation. In particular,
there are two changes necessary to produce a figure we can use to
tell a security story: the role of hardware and the relative size of
the components.
Having “hardware” at the bottom of the stack is misleading.
The hypervisor is not the only software component sitting on the
hardware; hardware implements all computation throughout the
entire stack. This is how Rowhammer can cause user-space bitflips [17] and how Spectre [20] can cause false branches to be
executed, all from user-space. In other words, all software is realized
by hardware. Using the tower analogy, it is as if hardware forms
the bricks that each level is built from.
In another sense, some hardware does belong at the bottom of
the stack. After all, user-space does not interact with hardware
abstractions in the same way that the operating system or hypervisor do. To express this distinction, we put hardware abstractions at
the bottom of the stack. These are specific hardware features such
as the interrupt controller or paging. Abstractions like these are
hidden from higher layers of the stack.
In Figure 1 each layer is drawn smaller than the layer below it.
This is mostly for convenience’ sake: there are more applications
than operating systems, so they are drawn such that they all fit
nicely on top of the OS. However, this reinforces (or is a product
of) a security story that we want to believe: that good security
practice demands that the lower layers are more powerful than the
upper layers. In reality, the higher layers almost universally dwarf
the lower layers in ways that matter for security such as interface
surface, complexity, and lines of code.
Figure 2 makes these adjustments to Figure 1. This figure illustrates the title of the paper: “The Teetering Tower of Trust.” Each
layer is larger than the one below it. While the bottom-most layer
is hardware abstractions, remember that the blocks shown at each
layer are realized by hardware.

1 This

is not to say that relative surface areas in Figure 2 are meaningful. The figure is
not drawn to any scale and is simply for illustrative purposes. Similarly, surface area
between different userspace applications is not meaningful.

Figure 2: The Teetering Tower of Trust. Unlike the conventional computation stack model, the higher layers of the
stack are larger than the lower layers. “Hardware” is not on
the bottom because hardware actually realizes every layer
of the computation stack. Instead, hardware abstractions lie
at the bottom, as these are the interfaces used by the lower
level software.
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these are hypervisor features, ExOShim doesn’t exactly load a hypervisor. Instead, the kernel enables these features and then configures the ring -1 layer such that no code can ever run there again. It
ensures that the protection offered by ExOShim cannot be disabled,
hijacked, or modified even in the event of complete kernel compromise. This is a property the kernel has configured and enforced on
itself, and the property is immutable for the lifetime of the system.
While self-hardening can be more difficult for application code
because it has less freedom over the system’s configuration, it
is not impossible. In fact, some of the strongest techniques for
security available in userspace today are examples of this method,
including using memory-safe languages such as Rust and using
formal verification to prove code correctness.
Unlike the first method, self-hardening does not increase the
value to an attacker of compromising the lower layer. However,
as it is still decreasing the difference in difficulty of targeting the
lower layer versus the higher, it still pushes the attacker towards
targeting lower layers of the stack.

We can categorize defensive efforts in terms of the tower of trust as
a model for our computation stack and its overall security. There
are three main approaches to security in terms of the model:
(1) Use some lower layer (usually n − 1) to harden layer n
(2) Harden layer n on its own
(3) Reduce the extent to which layer n depends on layer n − 1

Turtles all the way Down. Using some lower layer of the stack
(typically but not always layer n − 1) to offer some feature to harden
layer n leads to a natural question: “how can we protect n −1, then?”
Without changing the approach, the answer amounts to “it’s turtles
all the way down!”2
However, many of the most common defensive techniques use
this “turtles all the way down” approach. Hypervisors offer a clear
example. Although they are not inherently subject to this approach,
the common case for hypervisor research has made this method the
most popular way to add security for the operating system. Dozens
of security projects put security monitors into the hypervisor. A
few examples include [28, 31, 33].
Unfortunately, this method only reinforces the issues with the
tower of trust model. First of all, it almost always involves adding
code and complexity rather than removing it. As these are directly
related to insecurity in general, and for the operating system in
particular [4], this is a step in the wrong direction. Moreover, the tendency to use hypervisors to push conventional security paradigms
one step deeper in the stack is not changing the game for attackers, just moving it; remember, it’s turtles all the way down. This
is not an effective use of the powerful abstractions offered by the
virtualization features of modern hardware [6, 32].
Additionally, the mechanisms using this technique encourage
the attacker to target lower layers of the stack. Not only does a
technique following this method make the higher layer more challenging to attack, but the lower layer also becomes more valuable
to an attacker. This accelerates the rate at which the attacker’s
increase in effort to attack n − 1 (rather than n) is overcome by the
increasing value in attacking the lower layer. This is bad news for
defensive security, which is much better prepared for dealing with
attacks from above than those from below.

Comparing Turtles all the way Down and Self-Hardening. We
will use software diversification [21] (specifically ASLR) as a single
mechanism that can be used to compare and contrast these two
methods of security. Traditional Address-space Layout Randomization (ASLR) relies on the kernel to randomize the layout in memory
of the user process at load-time. This makes it more challenging
for an attacker to locate a known vulnerability, but it relies on the
operating system’s security. An information leak in the OS can
allow an attacker to completely bypass the randomization [35].
Alternatively, ASLR at the kernel level (KASLR) [14] is a selfhardening approach that typically does not rely on the hypervisor
for its security. The kernel uses its greater level of control over
the system layout to randomize itself at its own load-time. As it is
the only actor involved in the randomization, it is the only actor
that can betray its randomization via an information leak. While
a compromised hypervisor could read its memory, it would still
require non-trivial reversing to discover the layout that the kernel
is using.
This is not to say that self-hardening versus hardening by lower
layers is as simple as kernel versus userspace. Compile- [21] or
development-time [2] diversification can randomize an application
without relying on the operating system. These techniques are
similar to KASLR: a compromised operating system could read the
process’ memory, but it would need to reverse engineer the memory
to determine how the process is laid out. These techniques harden
the application layer without the support of the operating system,
therefore they offer a stronger security posture than classic ASLR.

Self-Hardening. Hardening layer n on its own offers a better
security posture in terms of the tower of trust. When using this
approach, a layer tries to make it more difficult for attackers to
compromise its security properties without any help from lower
layers. This method is most commonly applied at the operating system level, where there are many examples of security mechanisms
not relying on a more privileged hypervisor actor. Some examples
include the seL4 verified microkernel [19], returnless kernels [22]
and Linux’ Self Protection Project [15].
It is important to note that not all “hypervisor” applications use
the previous method of security. One such example is ExOShim [8],
which enforces execute-only memory protection on the operating
system code using Intel’s Extended Page Tables (EPT). Although

Self-Reliance. The most effective method for security in terms of
the tower of trust is to stabilize the tower by bypassing intermediate
layers. Although we must always have some amount of trust [37],
if the application layer rests directly on hardware abstractions it
is no longer vulnerable to compromise in the operating system or
hypervisor layers. These types of mechanisms not only increase
the difficulty of attacking a higher layer, but they also decrease the
incentive for the attacker to target intermediate layers because they
do not immediately achieve compromise of the higher layers.
Although not as much work has taken this challenging approach,
there are some examples, including Unikernels [5]. By running just

2 “It’s

turtles all the way down” is a way to describe a “chicken or egg” style recursive
problem. While its origin is unknown, it is most commonly described as an old woman
telling a scientist that the world is flat and carried on the back of a giant turtle, standing
on a larger turtle. When asked what the larger turtle stands on, she says “it’s turtles
all the way down!” [38].
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a single process per operating system and using a hypervisor to handle multitasking, the attacker is disincentivised to compromise the
operating system layer and forced to either attack the application
or the hypervisor directly.
Taking the protected process one step further, hardware Trusted
Execution Enclaves (TEEs) such as ARM’s Trustzone [29] or Intel’s
SGX [13] place a secure process’ trust in a hardware feature rather
than in the operating system. This means that compromising the
operating system does not compromise the process. The attacker is
forced to choose between attacking the hardened protected process
directly, or attacking the hardware itself.

virtual memory, software uses addresses that do not correspond
directly to physical addresses in memory. Instead, the hardware
translates virtual addresses used by software through a configurable
set of tables in order to produce a corresponding physical address.
On a particular x86 processor core, Control Register 3 (CR3)
defines the virtual memory context of the core. This control register
contains the physical address of a base level paging structure. From
that address, the memory management unit follows a chain of
physical address pointers down through the multi-level paging
structures until it resolves the physical address corresponding to
the inputted virtual address as a function of the currently loaded
paging structures.

Characterizing Security. Turtles all the way down, self-hardening,
and self-reliance are underlying methods for a single mechanism to
deliver security rather than possible classifications for the security
posture of a system.
Trying to use the three methods of security to describe the security posture of an entire system will always bottom out on turtles
all the way down because all software must always trust some hardware. Insofar as they are used to describe the underlying method of
a single security mechanism, they describe the effect that the isolated mechanism has on the overall security posture of the system.
For example, a system using Unikernels is not “secure by selfreliance” because it still relies on the security of the hypervisor and
hardware. However, deploying Unikernels is using self-reliance to
harden the entire system by removing the operating system from
the trusted computing base.
Similarly, a formally verified system still trusts the integrity of
n − 1 layers. However, it has opted to make the system harder
to attack by deploying defenses in its own layer. Thus, formal
verification as a mechanism is self-hardening.

4

4.1.2 Operating Systems. It is difficult to define the term “operating
system.” For the purposes of this paper, it is sufficient to describe
the operating system as that software which:
• Runs in Ring 0 on an Intel processor
• Loads, schedules, and serves Ring 3 processes
• Multiplexes and manages access to hardware resources, including memory
Different operating system architectures offer different security
and performance tradeoffs. Traditional monolithic operating systems are the most functional and fastest, while microkernels are
more secure but come with more performance issues. Unikernels [5]
are stripped-down kernels running just a single process. Any of
these architectures could implement software enclaves as discussed
below, each with its own unique challenges.
4.1.3 Enclaves. An enclave is a form of Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). TEEs offer a hardware-enforced4 boundary for
software to be protected outside of the typical privilege mode paradigm. The most common examples are ARM’s TrustZone [29] and
Intel’s SGX [13]. These and other TEE technologies are surveyed
in [39, 40].
While an enclave is most commonly used as a protected space
for an application to execute (employing “self reliance”), it can also
house software that provides integrity to the rest of the system
(a turtles all the way down approach). Two examples of the latter
approach are SPROBES [16] and TZ-RKP [3]. Both of these techniques force key memory manipulations to take place in the enclave,
pulling trust out of the operating system and locating it in a more
privileged layer.
It is important to note that attackers have compromised both
SGX [11, 27] and TrustZone [36] using hardware-based attacks. Furthermore, all enclaves (including software enclaves) are vulnerable
to Iago attacks [12] in which a corrupted operating system returns
malicious system call responses to the unsuspecting enclave.
The intent in this section is to design a software-defined enclave
that offers similar security properties to TrustZone and SGX.

DESIGN EXERCISE: SOFTWARE ENCLAVES

The rest of this paper presents a design exercise intended to explore
a security mechanism that embraces self-reliance: decreasing the
higher layer’s dependence on a lower layer. In particular, we will
explain how operating systems could leverage the simplest Intel x86
hardware abstractions to offer process sandboxes that the operating
system itself cannot read, write, or execute. These have similar
properties to a TEE hardware enclave, but they are more flexible
and do not rely on sensitive hardware implementations; they are
effectively software enclaves. This operating system feature will
not only show how applications need not rely on the operating
system, but also how software can minimize its hardware footprint
as insurance against some hardware failures.
First, Section 4.1 gives a brief background on operating systems,
virtual memory, and enclaves. We then scope the exercise with some
assumptions in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we begin the exercise
with a novel software architecture primitive: the Virtual Memory
Fuse (VMF). Section 4.4 discusses an operating system design that
uses VMFs to implement secure software enclaves.

4.1

4.2

Background

4.1.1 Virtual Memory3 . The virtual memory abstraction is a fundamental hardware feature of modern computational systems. With
3 Subsection

Assumptions and Threat Model

Our mechanism’s goal is to protect the confidentiality and integrity
of a protected process’ code and data, even if another malicious
process has escalated privilege to that of the OS. As such, we assume
4 The only other “software-based” enclave technology we found was SecTEE [41] which

still requires ARM TrustZone: stating that “SecTEE is designed to be incorporated into
the TrustZone software architecture.”

text from author’s prior work [7]
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that after a protected process has been launched, a remote or local
attacker manages to escalate privilege [9] to that of the operating
system. The attacker is attempting to extract or control some data
stored within the boundaries of the process. The attacker may
execute arbitrary code with kernel privilege and read or write all
memory in the kernel’s address space. The attacker does not have
any information from before the initialization of the protected
process.
We will target the x86-64 architecture. We assume that the operating system already has the process running in a separate address
space from itself e.g. Linux with KPTI [26] or Kernel and User Corebased Separation (KUCS) [7, 10]. The design assumes a secure boot
and initialization time; attacks before the start of the protected process are left as future work. The availability property of the trusted
process is out of scope; a compromised OS may deny service.
While this work is motivated to design software that can survive
certain hardware compromises, we do not claim to survive arbitrary
hardware failures. We assume that the core virtual memory abstraction is intact. In particular, we assume that all memory accesses are
interpreted as virtual addresses by the MMU, and correctly resolved
by the page tables defined by the CR3 register. We assume that a
physical address not present in those tables cannot be accessed. We
will not assume the correctness of the permission bit in the tables.
The design exercise develops software enclaves to showcase the
self-reliance method of security. Importantly, we are not seeking to
solve the larger problems inherent to secure enclaves in general.
Finally, side-channel attacks are out of scope. While providing
stronger separation between user and kernelspace may make some
side-channel attacks more difficult, we do not claim to defeat all sidechannels. Side-channel attacks deserve their own analysis which is
beyond the scope of this paper.

4.3

“blowing” the fuse in order to protect the operating system from
user processes.

4.4

Implementing Software Enclaves

By blowing the Virtual Memory Fuse, the kernel can generate a
protected enclave we call a VMF Enclave (VMFE). We will show
how the kernel can create such a memory space before discussing
the implementation details of two separate operating systems that
might implement this feature. One is targeted for systems that
have a narrow and well-defined workload with long-running processes (e.g. control systems, embedded systems) while the other
begins to tackle the additional challenges of a server-class system’s
unpredictable workload.
4.4.1 A VMF Enclave. The VMF Enclave is an address space with a
particular virtual memory configuration in which a normal userspace
application can be loaded and run. The VMFE ensures that the operating system cannot read, write, or execute the process’ memory,
even if it is completely compromised.
To launch a VMFE the operating system, at a high level, needs
to relinquish some of its control over the system in order to create
a memory space that even it cannot introspect. The process runs
in this space, safe from the prying eyes of a kernel subjected to a
confused deputy [18] or other type or privilege escalation attack [9].
It is nontrivial to blow the fuse from kernel to userspace because
the operating system is more privileged than the process. As such,
it has permission to access all of the memory on the system and
therefore both parts of the VMF are intact.
Blowing the first part of the fuse – active mappings to the object
– is quite simple. The kernel can modify its own page tables to
remove mappings to the VMFE. Although most kernels do rely
on having the process mapped into their address space with the
same layout used by the process itself, [7, 10] have discussed at
length how to implement an operating system that does not require
these mappings. That work did maintain mappings to the process,
but they were ad-hoc (i.e. they did not preserve the layout of the
process).
Ostensibly, blowing the second part is equally simple. The kernel
will delete the mappings to its own page tables so that it cannot
re-map the VMFE memory. Because all memory accesses operate
through the MMU, even page table memory needs corresponding
page table entries in order to be written to. Therefore, stopping the
kernel from writing to the page table is as simple as stopping the
kernel from writing to the VMFE itself. Figure 3 shows the virtual
memory layout of a VMFE loaded on an operating system using
KPTI [26] style virtual memory management.

The Virtual Memory Fuse

In order to implement our software enclaves, we will first introduce
a new system software architecture primitive: the Virtual Memory
Fuse (VMF). Broadly defined, the virtual memory fuse is the set
of conditions that enable one operating context to read, write, or
execute the memory of another. We call these conditions a “fuse”
because invalidating the conditions (i.e. “blowing the fuse”) results
in two completely isolated contexts.
In order for operating context S (subject) to access (i.e. read,
write, or execute) a region of memory O (object), S must possess a
virtual mapping to O. This is the single most fundamental property
of the virtual memory paging abstraction discussed in Section 4.1.
However, this single condition is not sufficient. In order to guarantee that S cannot access O it must have neither a mapping to O
nor the ability to create such a mapping. Consequently, the Virtual
Memory Fuse from a subject to an object is made of two parts:

The remaining attack vector. Unfortunately, deleting the page
table mappings does not stop the kernel from creating an entirely
new page table with the necessary mappings and switching to it
as the active context. Although this would be very difficult for
an attacker, switching to a new context with a carefully crafted
new page table structure could compromise the VMFE. Part of
the challenge of performing this attack has to do with the careful
saving and restoration of state associated with a context switch.
In particular, the program counter (RIP on x86-64) does not change
during a context switch. This means that the entry point for new

(1) A valid virtual mapping to the object, and:
(2) The ability to make a virtual mapping to the object.
A trivial example of the VMF in practice is userspace’s inability
to access kernelspace memory. In the traditional kernel/userspace
split between ring 0 and ring 3 on an x86 architecture, mappings for
the userspace memory are set up with a lower privilege than the
mappings to the kernelspace memory, including the address space’s
page tables. This denies both conditions of the VMF, effectively
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This means that the kernel only needs to burn its VMF(s) a single
time for the lifetime of the system rather than needing to constantly
instantiate new VMFEs for processes that arise at run-time.
After booting and blowing the VMF, the kernel will no longer
be able to modify page tables. However, it can still perform much
of the work required of an operating system without interruption:
• Serve system calls: with the correct support at the library
layer of the application, the process can communicate with
the kernel through only a narrow interface of shared memory.
This is discussed in [7].
• Schedule: the kernel can run its scheduling algorithms without any knowledge of the memory layout. Furthermore,
scheduling a new process requires only the physical address
of the new context’s CR3 target; not even a virtual mapping
to that address is needed. The kernel could schedule with no
issues.
• Process Management: as discussed earlier in terms of defeating the VMF, the kernel can create and launch new page
tables at will. This means that loading new processes will be
possible. We also discussed process exit and destruction.
Of course, other tasks are more challenging. In particular, conventional operating systems have a unique OS instance per process
(unlike KUCS [7]). If one of these operating systems needs to fork
new processes, it must duplicate the operating system context. This
normally straight-forward copying of the active page tables is a
major challenge without mappings to the kernel’s own page tables.
While the kernel could simply maintain information about its
own layout in memory separate from its page tables, and refer to
that when creating a copy of itself, this problem offers a chance
to introduce the notion of a VMF Kernel Enclave (VMFKE). There
is no reason that a VMFE needs to contain a userspace process. A
kernel component could be loaded into a VMFE to make a VMFKE.
To address this particular issue the VMFKE would not burn its VMF
entirely (it would maintain mappings to its own page tables). As
such, any running VMFEs would have to trust this component;
keeping the code small, formal verification, and/or careful isolation
of recordkeeping (i.e. don’t give this component access to process
memory addresses) would be required, but the main operating
system still need not be trusted.

The next challenge will come from the long-running nature of
the system. The assumption that the kernel would have time before
launching the VMFE without being attacked to configure correctly
is not fair in a server-class system. Some additional component
would be needed to verify that the kernel is in a known-good state
before launching the VMFE. A hypervisor, formal verification, or
hardware (e.g. Intel TXT or custom) are all options for providing
that guarantee.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 The Teetering Tower of Trust
Much of the discussion at the workshop centered around the teetering tower model and its limitations. Several questions were raised
that deserve further research, including:
• Can the model help to represent distributed systems? Perhaps as multiple towers with some sort of connection between them? Would these connections strengthen or weaken
the security posture overall?
• Does this model work for other types of “stacks” in computation, e.g. the TCP/IP stack?
One conference participant noted that all metaphors have a
breaking point at which they no longer manage to describe their
counterpart. An especially insightful question at the workshop
identified such a breaking point: its ability to capture time. How
would periodic refresh fit into the model? Its not clear that this
metaphor is strong enough to capture a time dimension at all. We
think this deserves future research.
Finally, part of the workshop discussion showed how the model
could be used to help understand security and bootstrap new ideas.
A participant noted that with a real teetering tower, we would not
allow people to stand around trying to topple it; we would hire
guards to protect it. The ability to use the mental model to think
about security mechanisms is exactly the aim of the teetering tower
of trust.

5.2

Software Enclaves

We have described an operating system implementation that can
offer software enclaves (VMFEs), giving processes the promise that
they can maintain confidentiality and integrity, even in the event
of complete kernel compromise.
This technique is an example of self-reliance: decreasing a layer’s
dependence on the layer below it for its security properties. As such,
the security posture of this technique is strong. It offers strong
security properties for userspace without adding much complexity
to userspace and without increasing the value of compromising the
hypervisor or the kernel. It even has a small footprint on hardware,
relying only on the most fundamental properties of paging and
virtual memory.
The design is not just a useful pedagogical exercise. In the embedded case, especially when the kernel may know all the processes it
expects to run in advance, the design offers a compelling way to implement secure software enclaves. This is especially valuable in the
embedded case where hardware may not have TEEs, or where overhead associated with hardware TEEs might threaten performance
constraints.

4.4.3 Software Enclaves for Server-class Systems. VMFEs would be
very useful in a server-class system. After all, SGX was developed
primarily to allow residents of the cloud protection from untrusted
hosts, and a VMFE offers similar security properties. At the limit,
all applications would blow their VMF and the kernel would persist
to provide non-memory related services such as interfacing with
and multiplexing hardware, scheduling, and handling system calls.
However, working with a server-class operating system poses
additional challenges to providing VMFEs. One main question is
how the operating system could recover from having blown its
VMF if the VMFE were to exit and allow the OS to return to its state
of full functionality.
One option is that a VMFKE could restore the kernel’s control
over virtual memory. Upon process exit, the VMFKE would write
new mappings to the kernel’s page tables. With the ability to modify
its page tables, the kernel can regain all control over the system
gracefully.
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5.2.1 Hypervisors. A similar design exercise targeting the hypervisor layer may be especially fruitful. The specific techniques developed here are applicable to hypervisors as well as operating systems.
In particular, the hypervisor can blow its VMFs to its operating
system guests the same way our OS did for its processes. In fact, this
application is an especially good fit for these techniques because
hypervisors often offer static configurations that are known at boot
time [24, 25, 30], invalidating many of the concerns discussed in
the sever-class OS case.
Hypervisor architectures have already explored loading their
own functionality in less privileged domains from Xen’s dom0 to
more advanced architectures such as Nexen (and others) as described in [34]. These distributed micro-kernel style hypervisor
options are clearly more secure than a monolithic hypervisor, but
they could take security to the next level by creating enclave-type
protections for these modules.
Hypervisors are a good candidate for this style of defensive
mechanism more broadly. As the most privileged layer of the software stack, they do not have the luxury of using turtles all the way
down style approaches. They also have more powerful hardware abstractions available to implement self-protection and self-bypassing
techniques (e.g. extended vs. normal page tables), but do not have
access to hardware TEEs for launching guest operating systems.
We believe that attackers have only scratched the surface of discovering hypervisor vulnerabilities and ideas like those discussed in
this paper will be vital for securing these important software layers
in the future.

6

Virtual Memory Fuse. As an alternative to hardware-based
Trusted Execution Enclaves, they offer similar security properties (confidentiality and integrity of a process, even from a
completely compromised kernel) without the limitations or
complexity inherent in a pure hardware solution. (Section 4)
We acknowledge that some system software needs to be trusted
and even that changing the paradigm of trusting all system software
will be a slow and difficult process. However, we believe that these
methods will increase security in the long term.
Moreover, we believe there are two concrete and easily implemented contributions in this paper:
(1) Incorporating the Teetering Tower of Trust, or something
like it, as a more accurate mental model of the computation
stack. Overlaying security onto our highest-level model of
what is happening on our machines can only lead to better
security efforts.
(2) Prioritizing self-hardening techniques over turtles all the
way down approaches. Although rearchitecting our system
software to be “trustless” may not be realistic in the short
term, using memory-safe languages, leveraging formal verification, and other self-hardening techniques are possible
now. They offer a substantially stronger security posture
than alternatives, and should be regarded as such.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we summarize our position as follows: trusting system software is 1) dangerous and 2) not as necessary as convention
may suggest. To support this argument, we:
• Critically examined the traditional model of the “computation stack.” We identified ways in which the traditional stack
is not faithful to the actual state of the world and corrected
these inaccuracies, producing the “Teetering Tower of Trust.”
The tower allowed us to incorporate a security story into
the model – something that was sorely missing from the
conventional stack. (Section 2)
• Classified multiple methods of security in terms of their
impact on the tower of trust model. We argued that the most
common method of security, using a lower layer to harden
a higher layer, is a case of turtles all the way down that
encourages not only higher dependence on system software,
but also encourages attackers to target the lower layers of
the stack.
Alternatively, we offered two methods of security that can
help avoid the challenges revealed by the tower of trust
model. Methods for self-hardening offer security in spite of
the lower software layers. Finally, we suggested the possibility that clever system software architectures could dramatically reduce the extent to which higher layers need trust in
the lower software layers. (Section 3)
• Practiced the proposed method for security by describing
an novel operating system feature: software enclaves. These
isolated virtual memory contexts are made possible by the
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